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Professional Nail Treatments
Shellac Nails are the new hottest hit! This new revolutionary product is changing the way
women paint their nails. Shellac Nails look as good, if not better than acrylic nails. Shellac
Nails last up to 14 days without losing shine or shimmer. They are hard wearing and do
not scratch or smudge. When it comes to removal it is easy and it does not damage the
nail itself.
Manicure and Shellac Polish - (1 hour)

£25.00

Assessment of nails and any polish removed. Nails are then shaped to the correct length,
cuticle cream is applied and cuticles gently pushed back before hang nails and excess
cuticle is removed. Hand cream is then applied and a hand massage given before the
application of Shellac. Nails are wiped clean of excess oil and a Shellac base coat is
applied and cured under UV light for 30 seconds. Your chosen colour can then be applied
and cured for 2 minutes before a second coat is added and cured again before finishing
with a top coat and any excess substances are then removed using Disperse.
Shellac Polish – (30 mins)

£15.00

Nails are wiped clean of excess oil and a Shellac base coat is applied and cured under UV
light for 30 seconds. Your chosen colour can then be applied and cured for 2 minutes
before a second coat is added and cured again before finishing with a top coat and any
excess substances are then removed using Disperse
Removal – (15 – 30 mins)

£10.00

Shellac must be removed properly by a professional salon to prevent any nail damage.
Shellac wraps are soaked in Dsolve and wrapped around each individual nail and
processed for 10 mins. Wraps are then removed and nails are wiped clean.
Individual nail applications available on quotation.
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Manicure (45 mins.)

£15.00

Polish is removed and nails shaped, fingers are then soaked to soften cuticles,
cuticle oil is applied and cuticles gently pushed back before hang nails and excess
cuticles are removed, hand cream is then applied and a hand massage given before
application of base coat and two coats of polish to complete your manicure.
French Manicure (45 mins. – 1hr)

£20.00

Polish is removed and nails shaped, fingers are then soaked to soften cuticles,
cuticle oil is applied and cuticles gently pushed back before hang nails and excess
cuticles are removed, hand cream is then applied and a hand massage given before
application of base coat and French manicure polish applied to complete your
manicure
Deluxe French Manicure (1hr)

£25.00

Polish is removed and nails are shaped, full hand and arm exfoliation, which will remove
any dry skin. Fingers are then soaked to soften your cuticles; cuticle oil will then be applied
to help with gently pushing cuticles back. A hand an arm massage will be given to relax
you. A polish of your choice will be applied, including a base coat and top coat.
Change of Polish (20 mins.)

£ 5.00

Old nail polish is removed and nails are soaked in preparation for application
of new polish
Manicure for Men (30 mins.)

£10.00

Nails are shaped and then fingers soaked to soften cuticles, if necessary, cuticles are
treated before nails are buffed for a shiny finish to complete your manicure
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